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AIRDROME AEROPLANES 

Sopwith Baby (100% Scale)  

The Baby (also known as the Admiralty 8200 Type) was a 
development of the two-seat Sopwith Schneider. Although the 
Schneider had won the Schneider trophy in 1914, the RNAS 
did not place a formal order until January 1915. The initial, 
Sopwith built production version of the Baby differed little 
from the Schneider Trophy winner. Altogether, 286 Babies 
were built for the Royal Naval Air Service, 100 by Sopwith at 
Kingston and 186 by Blackburn Aircraft at Leeds with others 
for export. The Baby was used as a shipborne scout and 
bomber aircraft operating from larger ships such as 
seaplane carriers and cruisers, and smaller vessels such as 
naval trawlers and minelayers. It was even considered for 
operation from submarines. The main role of the Baby was to 
intercept German Zeppelin raids as far from Britain as 
possible. Now you can own a WWI classic. The airdrome 
aeroplanes full scale replica retains the same character as 
the original, with pleasant flying characteristics and great 
maneuverability. This modern version has adopted advanced 
construction techniques, todays engine technology and 
flight performance qualities that make it a joy to fly! 
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Sopwith Baby (Full Scale) 

Airframe Specifications 

Wingspan 25’ 4” Useful Load 410 Lbs.   

Wing Area 253 Sq. Ft Length 22’ 8” 

Cockpit Width 35” Height 8’ 10”  

Wing Loading 4.7 Lbs/sq. Ft. Empty Wt.  871 Lbs.  

Performance Specifications 

Stall Speed 40 mph Cruise Speed 78 mph 

Top Speed 91 mph Rate of climb 760/fpm 

Powerplant Specifications  

Rotec Radial R2800 110 Hp  Power/Wt-7.9 lbs/hp 

	   	   	   	    

 


